FORGED FROM DREAMS: THE SONOROUS SCULPTURES, MUSIC AND LIFE OF WELSH ARTIST STEVE HUBBACK.

A FILM BY TOM SWINDELL (FMRDVD01)

This fascinating DVD tells the story of one of the UK’s most innovative musicians, whose art evolved from musician into blacksmith, bronze-smith, and sound sculptor! Steve Hubback’s ‘Sonorous Sculptures’ are both incredibly sonically pure, while also being harmonically rich, and the visual aesthetic has an indefinable organic magic and spirituality. This DVD covers all his work and development as an artist as well as a musician, and contains an interview with Hubback with Mark Curry, plus footage from Norway, Iceland, Denmark, England and Wales as well as performances from his European Group ‘Metal Moves’ (featuring Tineke Noordhoek and Birgit Lokke) plus solo performances in England.